






































































































Inequalities (1) - Linear inequalities  
Learning objectives  
 

Introduction to inequalities  •
 

Learn to express inequalities on a number line  •
 

Learn to solve linear inequalities •

An inequality is a relation between two quantities that are not equal. 
When dealing with inequalities we often see the following symbols:

“Greater than 
or equal to”

“Less than 
or equal to”

“Greater than”“Less than”

Note: You can imagine these inequality symbols as a crocodile’s 
open jaws. The crocodile will always try to eat the bigger number.  

e.g. If                
      This says x is bigger than 3, so some examples of what x could be  
      would include: 
 
      If 
      This says x is less than or equal to 3, so some examples of what x 
      could be would include: 


































































































We can also encounter double sided inequalities such as: 

“x is greater than 2 but less than or equal to 6”

e.g. If y was an integer and                                then y could be: 

Inequality number lines 
 
1) Draw the following inequalities on the number lines.

a)                 b) 

c)              d)

Note: We fill in 
the circle for a 
     or      symbol

2) Write down the inequalities that are represented by the following  
number lines.
a)                 b)



Solving linear inequalities 

1) Solve the following inequalities: 
 
a)                  b) 

c)                  d)

2) Solve the inequality and draw your solution on a number line. 

Key point: to solve linear inequalities we solve as if it was a linear equation. 
We carry out the exact same steps as if it were an ‘=’ symbol in between.



3) Solve the following inequalities: 
 
a)                b)

Key point: With inequalities if we ever multiply or divide by a NEGATIVE 
number, we must flip the inequality symbol to face the other way. 

4) Solve the following inequalities: 
 
a)                b) 

5) Write down three integer values x could take if:


